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MICHAEL E. MURPHY*

Investment in an Offshore Subsidiary:
A West German Prototype
I. Introduction
There are many different reasons why American companies become
involved in international or "offshore" trade. Foreign merchants or governments may seek out an American company for its product. More often, the
American company seeks the foreign market through advertising and trade
shows, which result in isolated sales, distributorship agreements, licensing
or direct investment. Besides the profit motive, the reason for a company's
decision to enter the foreign market may be as superficial as an officer's
interest in a particular culture or his ethnic ties.' Or the reason may be
philosophical: the company may wish to create the kind of synergistic
business environment which attracts and keeps talented personnel.
Whatever the reasons, American businesses have migrated to foreign
markets in sharply increasng numbers since World War I1. Europe has
been the most attractive market. It is predicted that by 1975, the third
largest industrial power in the world will be American controlled industry
2
in Europe.
It was suggested above that there are various ways of doing business
abroad. Licensing is a relatively inexpensive method of exploiting a foreign
market. Under the typical licensing agreement, the American licensor
grants to the foreign licensee for a specified period of time the right to
manufacture and sell its product in the designated foreign "contract territory." The agreement usually includes the transfer of the licensor's patents
"know-how" and trademark. While licensing is a relatively inexpensive

*B.A., St. John's Univ. (1961), M.A., Univ. of Minnesota (1963), J.D., William Mitchell
College of Law (1969); Member, Minnesota State and American Bar Associations.
1
Vagts, The Multi-National Enterprise:A New Challenge for Transnational Law, 83
HARV. L. REV. 739, 758 (1970). The author also points out reasons why an American
company may not want to go abroad. If the company is engaged, for example, in an extractive
industry or in a military-related field, its opportunities in foreign markets will be curtailed by
heavy2 controls of the host governments.
1d. at 748.
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way to test a foreign market, the depth and duration of the licensor's
penetration of the market is necessarily limited by the terms of the agreement. At the same time, the licensor is fostering a potential competitor in
3
the licensee.
The idea is growing in the American international business community
that, if a foreign market exists and is worth exploiting, the American
company should go there and do the whole job itself.4 Moreover, the
foreign consumer of the American product prefers that American-made
parts and services be near at hand. The question then becomes, in what
form should the American company invest abroad?
One common way of doing business overseas on a more permanent basis
than licensing is through a branch operation. A branch is simply an extension of the American company, a physical facility in the foreign country
without separate corporate existence of its own. The establishment of a
foreign branch has been compared to qualification to do business as a
foreign corporation in another domestic state. 5 By operating in branch
form, the American company can take advantage of lower production costs
in most foreign countries and avoid high tariff walls in some parts of the
world. Moreover, the organization of a branch can be relatively simple
from points of view both of American and foreign law.
On the other hand, because the branch is not a separate corporate entity,
the assets of the American company are exposed to law suits arising out of
the business transactions of the branch. Branches may be taxed by the host
country at higher rates than nationals. Certain rights and privileges are
often available to companies located inside a given trade area which are not
available to outsiders. The Common Market comes to mind.
Incorporation within the foreign market has most of the advantages of a
branch operation, and some more. If, for example, an American company
must compete with a German company in Germany, the American company's chances of success can be better if it enters the market with
German credentials. Moreover, German corporate form is better suited to
6
raising German capital.
This article is designed to provide the reader, first, with an outline of
some of the basic problems which an American company investing anywhere overseas is likely to encounter and, secondly, to pose some questions that arise in connection with the acquisition of a European subsidiary,
3

See generally, Meek and Feltham, Foreign Sales, Distribution, Licensing and Joint
Venture Agreements, 17 DE PAUL L. REV. 46 (1967).
4
Surrey, Financing of Investments Abroad, 34 UMKC L. REV. 78, 93 (1966).
5
Hess, A Mid-Continent Lawyer's Initial Approach to Foreign Trade, 34 UMKC L.
REV. 2, 16 (1966).
6
id. at 12.
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using the laws of West Germany as an example. It will be assumed in the
example that the American company has obtained shareholder approval
and amended its articles where necessary to authorize the acquisition.
II. Financing the Operation
A. Capital Sources Generally
The most serious question facing an American business with designs on
a foreign market is not legal but financial. Where will the capital come from
to establish the foreign subsidiary? How will the offshore operation be
financed?
As in the financing of domestic business enterprises, there are two basic
forms which offshore financing can take, equity and debt. The sources of
each of these forms, or a combination of them, can be either private or
public.
One way for a company to raise equity capital to expand abroad is of
course to make a public or private offering here in the United States.
Another way is to approach a domestic bank that has an Edge Act subsidiary. The Edge Act 7 was enacted in 1919 to improve the competitive
position of United States business in the international market place. An
Edge Act bank is permitted to take an equity position in a foreign business,
so long as no more than 10% of the bank's capital and surplus is invested in
foreign, non-banking institutions and no more than 15% in foreign banking
institutions. Edge Act banks can subscribe for equity either directly or by
an underwriting.
Private development banks and companies can be sources of equity
financing. In many foreign countries lending institutions have been put
together by private business interests who hope to attract capital investment in the country. Private development banks are more likely to be
found in the less developed countries of the world. Here at home, the
investment development companies are becoming more popular.
The I.F.C. (International Finance Corporation) is the only public agency
which will take an equity position in an off-shore operation. The I.F.C. is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of the World Bank. It was established to provide
an international institution which could lend money to private businesses
organized under the laws of countries which are members of the World
Bank."
There are both private and public sources of debt financing as well. The
USCA § § 611-632.
For a comprehensive review of private and public sources of money for offshore
operations, seeSurrey, supra note 4.
712
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American company with plans for offshore operations might begin by
approaching its regular commercial bank. If the bank has an Edge Act
subsidiary or can refer the company to a bank that has one, the Edge Act
bank can be a loan source. Insurance companies, pension funds and other
non-banking institutions should not be overlooked. The Eurodollar market
will be discussed below.
As far as public loan sources are concerned, there is the Export-Import
Bank, which is an agency of the United States Government created to fund
American businesses which might not otherwise have been able to export
their goods or services. The typical Export-Import Bank arrangement finds
the borrower putting up 10% of the needed capital, the borrower's commercial bank contributing 45%, with or without a guarantee from the Export-Import Bank, which will lend the remaining 45% at 6% interest.
Depending on the foreign country in which the market exists, the American company may find loan funds in a development bank operated by the
local government. As in the case of the private local development bank, the
public local development bank would typically be encountered in the
less-developed countries.
In the developed countries, it may be easier to borrow from a local
commercial bank or insurance company. These sources are always preferred because foundations can thereby be laid for important, long-lasting
relations in the local community. Moreover, the risk of losing money
through currency exchanges is avoided. 9
In the preceding paragraphs an effort was made to suggest some of the
most common sources of equity and debt financing, both private and
public, used by American businesses in their international operations. As a
general rule, the public sources will not be available until the investor can
show that no private funds are available to it at reasonable cost. As one
observer has put it, "The first rule is that you do not go to any national or
international agency to secure financing if you can secure it from private
sources."' 1
B. Euro-Financing
The Eurodollar market is a relatively new phenomenon on the international finance scene. Its origin has been traced to dollar claims held by
Eastern European countries, which transferred those claims from American to Western European banks during the Cold War in the fear that,
should an East-West crisis arise, the United States Government would
9
Whitham, Financing International Business,
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS (Matthew Bender 1968).

1

°Surrey, supra note 4 at 82, 86.
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seize those dollar funds. 1 The Eurodollar has been described as the result
of transactions whereby a dollar claim against a U.S. bank is transferred to
a foreign depositor, whether directly or through conversion, and is then
lent to a non-bank customer. 12 For our puroposes here, the loan would
normally take the form of revolving credit or a line of credit from a West
German bank to an American company operating in West Germany. 13 The
company would of course take down its Eurodollar loan in deutschemarks.
The borrower never actually sees a "Eurodollar"; the transfer is accom4
plished simply by an exchange of dollar claims between two banks.'
If large amounts of long-term capital are needed to finance its overseas
operation, the American company may have to consider a "Eurobond"
issue. Aside from the size and terms of the borrowing, the technical
difference between the Eurodollar loan described above and the issuance of
Eurobonds is, of course, that the borrower is indebted not to a single bank
but to countless, and usually anonymous, individuals and non-banking
institutions.
The characteristics of the typical Eurobond issue have been described
5
by one commentator to be:'
An offering of between $10 million and $50 million of bearer bonds with
coupons attached and with a maturity of from ten to twenty years, issued in
denominations of $1,000 by specially created finance subsidiaries of the
United States operating company, guaranteed by the parent company, possibly convertible into the stock of the parent company and distributed outside
the United States by an international underwriting syndicate.
There is no reason why a company that needs less than $10,000,000
cannot look to the Eurobond market. However, it is axiomatic that expenses will be proportionately greater for an issue of, say, $5,000,000 than
for one of $25,000,000. The underwriting cost of a Eurobond issue can be
expected to be in the vicinity of 2.5% of the amount of the issue, plus
incidental expenses.' 6 It has been pointed out that the bond must be in
bearer form so that the purchaser, if he so chooses, may conceal his
identity from local taxing authorities.' 7 The role of the finance subsidiary
as issuer will be discussed below. It should be anticipated that the parent
"Effros,
The Whys and Wherefores of Euro-dollars,23 Bus. LAw. 629, 637 (1968).
12
For various definitions of the "Eurodollar," see Id. at 29-33.
13
Nash, Techniques oj Eurodollar Financing, in PRIVATE INVESTORS ABROADPROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS,
14

257 (Matthew Bender 1969).

Dach, Legal Nature of the Eurodollar, 13 AM. JR. COMP. L. 30, 32 (1964).
"5Nash, supra note 13, at 223- 224.
16
1d. at 214.
1
7Id. at 217.
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company's guarantee of its subsidiary's debt, principal and interest, will be
required.' 8
Euromarket lore has it that the readiest buyers of the Eurobond issued
by a good American company are wealthy individuals residing, for example, in Switzerland or in Latin America. They prefer that the bond be
dominated in dollars or deutschemarks because there is more confidence in
the stability of.those currencies.' 9 The fact that the American parent
company is standing behind its subsidiary's debt contributes significantly to
the security of the investment. If the bond is convertible, the American
issuer goes into the market with a distinct advantage over, for example, a
German competitor: under German law, all authorized shares must have
been issued upon incorporation. 2 0 To the extent the conversion rights are
likely to be exercised, the convertible feature can also result in a significant
reduction of the issuer's long-term interest liability, even after the conversion premium is taken into account. Of course the fact that the instrument is convertible is itself reason for offering a lower interest rate.
The convertible form will generally find a longer term market than will the
2l
straight debt issue.
III. Tax Considerations
A. The Finance Subsidiary
As predicted by President Johnson's fiscal druids, the imposition of the
Foreign Direct Investment Regulations (FDIR) in 1968 has caused American business increasingly to seek funds for offshore investment in foreign
rather than domestic money markets. While it may be preferable to finance
the establishment of a foreign operations subsidiary through a local borrowing, 22 more money may be needed than can be borrowed locally on
terms with which the American company thinks it can live. If the company
"8The parent's guarantee of its subsidiary's debt is anticipated in the Foreign Direct
Investment Regulations, CFR § 1,000.312.
' 9The "European Unit of Account" (EUA) was created in the early 1960s in an effort to
balance the interests of lender and borrower by providing for alternative repayment currencies, thus eliminating the hazards of extreme fluctuations in any single currency. The EUA
has not gained wide acceptance, presumably because the currency formulae are too complicated. See generally, J. Blondeel, A New Form of International Financing: Loans in
European Units ofAccount, 64COL. L. REV. 995 (1964). A more recent version of the EUA
is the European Monetary Unit (EMU), limited to Common Market currencies. The European Coal and Steel Community recently issued $30 million of bonds denominated in
THE EcONOMIST, Nov. 18, 1970, at 94.
EMUs.
2
'Hess, supra note 5, at 13.
21
Most U.S.-issued convertible Eurobonds provide for conversion periods beginning six
months after issuance, continuing until redemption. Nash, supra note 15, at 220.
to eighteen
22
Witham, supra note 9.
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decides to issue Eurobonds, it will consider doing so through a finance
subsidiary.
For our purposes here, a finance subsidiary is a wholly owned subsidiary
created for the primary purpose of borrowing money to invest in its parent
company's overseas operations subsidiary.2 3 The major advantage of issuing Eurobonds through a finance subsidiary is the avoidance of double
taxation on interest paid to the bond purchaser. If, for example, the American company's new, West German operations subsidiary issues its own
Eurobonds, a withholding tax on interest paid on the bonds is exacted by
the West German government. 24 A second income tax will be imposed by
the country of the recipient of the interest.2 5 The same result obtains if the
American parent company issues the Eurobonds. 26 However, if the parent
company incorporates an "international finance subsidiary" (IFS),2 7 the
income of which meets the requirements of Internal Revenue Code
§ 861(a)(l)(B), the double tax will be avoided. For our purposes here,
§ 861 provides that no U.S. withholding tax will be imposed on interest
paid to nonresident alien individuals with respect to the debt instruments of
a U.S. corporation, so long as that corporation derives less than 20% of its
income from sources within the United States.
It would not be difficult for the planned finance subsidiary to meet the
requirements of § 861. Its only function would be, for example, to issue to
non-resident aliens Eurobonds, perhaps convertible into the common stock
of the parent company. The proceeds of the borrowing would then be lent
to the new operations subsidiary. Interest paid by the operations subsidiary
would be the principal source of income to the finance subsidiary, and
would of course be derived from a source outside the United States.
The I FS has other virtues besides its immunity from U.S. withholding
taxes. Any income of the IFS not offset by deductions for interest paid on
its Eurobond obligations qualifies for foreign tax credit treatment. 28 Be23
Note, American Bond Issuer-the European Economic Community, 19 STAN. L. REV.
1337, 1348 (1967).
242 CCH COM. MRKT. RPTR. 6648.37.
'Whether or not this second tax will be collected is another question. See supra note 17
and accompanying text.
26
1NT. REV. CODE § 871 imposes a 30% tax on interest paid to nonresident alien
individuals
by a U.S. issuer on its debt instrument.
27
The term is borrowed from the FDIR, which defines an "international finance subsidiary" as a "corporation organized under the laws of the U.S., all the stock which ... is
owned directly or indirectly by the direct investor, and the principal purpose of which is to
borrow funds from foreign nationals ... and to invest such funds in debt or equity security of
affiliated foreign nationals." FDIR § 100.323 (1970). The "international finance subsidiary" is
to be distinguished from the "overseas finance subsidiary," defined in Subpart N of the FDIR.
The terms "direct investor" and "affiliated foreign national" will be explained later in this
article.
28
1NT. REV. CODE § 901 U.S. Tax Treaties with foreign countries will also reduce the
IFS' tax liability. INT. REV. CODE § 894; Nash, supra note 13, at 299.
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cause an American company can file a consolidated tax return with its
domestic finance subsidiary, excess credit for foreign taxes deemed paid by
the finance subsidiary may be passed through to the parent to reduce its
taxable U.S. income.
It may be possible for the American parent company to accomplish its
financing objective as well or better through use of an overseas finance
subsidiary (OFS). 29 The Netherlands Antilles, for example, is a desirable
location for such a subsidiary because it has executed favorable tax treaties
with most Western European countries, including West Germany. Without
suggesting that the U.S.-based IFS is in all cases the better vehicle, it is
enough to say that it does have some administrative advantages over the
OFS. No advance Treasury ruling is required under § 367 of the Internal
Revenue Code that the incorporation of an IFS is "not in pursuance of a
plan having as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of federal
income taxes." The FDIR require no certificate of qualification of an IFS.
That it is simpler and less expensive to set up, staff and maintain a
domestic corporation are other factors to be considered by the parent
company in deciding whether to incorporate an IFS or an OFS.
B. Other Tax Considerations
In order to give form to the collage of plans that has gone before, let us
assume that the European market for the products of a particular American
manufacturer indicates an operations subsidiary in West Germany. The
company's product is not the kind that would draw objections from the
West German government. 30 Management has eschewed the idea of constructing new production facilities in Germany in favor of the acquisition of
an existing, adaptable workbench. A closely held target company has been
found.
After reviewing appraisals of the target company's plant, equipment,
goodwill, and other factors, 31 an agreement in principle is reached. The
agreement calls for the American company's purchase of 90% of the target
company's stock. A stock acquisition is preferred over an assets acquisition because the latter, under German law, "would attract substantial
stamp or transfer taxes in respect of the transfers of real estate, good will,
and other assets, as well as capital gains or the write-up of such assets to
their current market value." '32 The agreement provides for the continuing
29

See supra note 27.
3OVagts, supra note 1.
3
1There are peculiar problems involved in arriving at the value of a European business.
Some of these will be mentioned in part V, infra.
J2 Bross, ForeignCorporateAcquisitions-A PracitcalViewpoint, in PRIVATE INVESTORS
ABROAD- PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 1,8, 16 (Matthew Bender 1970).
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supervisory services of a remaining, 10% stockholder, who is a highly
skilled engineer and manager. In exchange for their shares, the target
company's shareholders will receive cash and notes of the American company.
34
Section 35 13 and the reorganization provisions of the Internal Revenue Code apply to reorganizations involving foreign as well as domestic
corporations. However, when an American company makes a transfer to a
foreign corporation, the transaction will not enjoy tax-free treatment under
the Code unless the transferor company first has a ruling from the IRS that
the transaction was "one which was not done principally for the purpose of
avoiding federal taxes." 35 Considering the form of the acquisition proposed
here, however, the reorganization provisions are inapplicable; and
non-recognition status under § 35 1 may be undesirable: the taxable status
of the transaction may have the advantage of giving the American company
a stepped-up basis in the acquired stock.
Once the target company is under the control of the American parent
company, there are other provisions of the Code to consider. Under § 482
the Service may reallocate income between the American parent and its
foreign subsidiary if there is evidence that company records do not properly reflect the payment of interest, dividends, royalties, or even consideration paid for research and development passing between parent and
subsidiary. The parent company should also be aware of information rules
added by the Revenue Act of 1962, dealing with the organization and
annual operations of its foreign subsidiary.3 6 It has already been suggested
that advantage may be taken of the Code provisions relating to foreign tax
37
credit and treaties.
For purposes of the acquisition plan proposed here, unless the American
parent company's direct investments will be multiple, there should be no
38
additional problems posed by Subparts F and G of the Code.
Subpart F was added to the Code in 1962. It exposes foreign source
income to U.S. tax liability where the U.S. taxpayer's business activities
are not sufficiently connected with the country of incorporation to warrant
equal tax treatment with other taxpayers of the country. In the context of
our hypothesis, "Subpart F income" might result if, after establishing its
33

1NT. REV. CODE § 351 provides that no gain or loss will be recognized by a corporation
when property is transferred to it by one or more persons solely in exchange for stock or
securities of the corporation if immediately after the exchange the transferor(s) are in control
of the3 corporation.
41NT. REV. CODE § 354, 368.
1NT. REV. CODE § 367.
36
1NT. REV. CODE § § 901-905.
35

37

Supra note 28.

38

1NT.

REV. CODE § § 951-972.
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manufacturing subsidiary in West Germany, the parent company would
establish a sales subsidiary in another country where the tax rates are
lower. The West German subsidiary would "sell" its product to the sales
subsidiary, which would then market the product. Prior to 1962 the resulting income could not have been reached by the Treasury until it was
repatriated to the U.S. parent. Subpart G grants to "export trade corporations" U.S. tax deferral of Subpart F income if derived from U.S.39
produced goods or services.
IV. Foreign Direct Investment Regulations (FDIR)
Inseparably related to the problems involved in financial and tax planning in the acquisition of a foreign corporation are those presented by the
FDIR. The FDIR are new lemons thrown to the American international
lawyer, who must juggle them together with federal tax, securities and
antitrust laws.
The Office of Foreign Direct Investments (OFDI) was established within the Department of Commerce after Executive Order 11387 was issued
January 1, 1968. The OFDI was directed to promulgate regulations designed to inhibit outflow of American capital to foreign countries. The
FDIR complement the Interest Equalization Tax 40 and the Federal Reserve Board's Voluntary Foreign Credit Restraint Program, other regimes
established to correct the nation's balance-of-payments deficit which became acute in the 1960s.
In the manner of the Internal Revenue Code and the Federal Securities
Acts, the FDIR begin with a general prohibition, and then proceed to
carve out the operational exceptions. The regulations first proscribe "positive direct investment by a direct investor in affiliated foreign nationals in
Schedule A, B and C countries.., during any year." 4' As the terms are
defined, the exceptions surface.
The term "direct investment" is broadly defined. It includes the net
transfer of capital ("positive" and "negative") made by a direct investor
(DI) during the year to all "affiliated foreign nationals" (AFN), incorporated or unincorporated, plus the DI's share in the reinvested earnings of the AFN. A formula for arriving at a DI's annual direct investment
42
is provided in the regulations.
39
See generally, Schenk & Balkin, Subpart G Tax Incentives for Export Trade: A
TechnicalAnalysis
of Tax Haven Operations, 54 MINN. L. REV. 245 (1969).
40
1NT. REV. CODE § 4911 imposes an excise tax of up to approximately 11% on the
acquisition of certain foreign securities by U.S. persons. The purpose of the tax is to equalize
costs 41
of longer term financing in the United States and foreign markets.
CFR § 1000.201 (a).
42
CFR § 1000.3 12, .313.
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A DI is defined as any United States person, incorporated or unincorporated, who has at least a 10% interest in an AFN. An AFN is any
corporation, partnership or business venture in which a United States
person has a 10% interest and which is organized under the laws of, or
conducted within, a foreign country. If the AFN is incorporated, the DI's
10% interest is generally measured by voting stock; if unincorporated, its
43
interest is measured by the Dl's right to profits.
"Schedule A" countries are the less developed countries of the world
exclusive of the Communist blocs. Among the "Schedule B" countries are
England, Japan and the Middle Eastern oil nations. "Schedule C" is essentially Western Europe. a a The FDIR restrictions placed on Schedule C are
the severest, and restrictions placed on Schedule A are the least severe.
A DI may elect which of several different "allowables" it wishes to be
governed by in any given year. If it elects to be governed by the "historical
allowable," the DI is limited to specified percentages of its average annual
direct investment in the "base period" years of 1965 and 1966. The
percentage varies according to schedule: 110% in Schedule A, 65% in
Schedule B, 35% (or more under certain circumstances) in Schedule C
countries. Or the DI may elect the "earnings allowable," which permits
direct investment in each of the geographic schedules up to 40% of earnings for the year immediately preceding the year of election. The 40%
figure became effective January 1, 1971, and represents a 10% increase
over the 1970 earnings allowable.
For the DI which was neither doing business abroad in 1965 and 1966
nor had foreign earnings in 1970, there is the "worldwide minimum allowable" or the "alternative minimum and Schedule A supplemental allowable." As of January 1, 1971, the former places a $2 million worldwide
limit on the DI's direct investments in the year of election. The latter,
added in 1970, permits the DI to invest an additional $4 million above the
$2 million minimum allowable, provided that the entire $4 million is invested in a Schedule A country or countries. The $2 million figure represents a 100% increase over the $1 million limit applicable for 1970. The
minimum allowables are equally available to businesses with prior DI
status.
Finally, and in addition to the allowables mentioned, it is possible for the
DI to increase its direct investment to the extent of its "incremental
earnings." The incremental earnings allowable, also new in 1970, is deter45
mined by application of a formula provided in the regulations.
4CFR § § 1000.305,
44The countries are
OFDi's General Bulletin
"The allowables are

.304.
listed by Schedule at the end of the Regulations. See also, the
§ B3 19.
set forth in CFR § § 1000.503-507.
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Though some Dis may sometimes obtain that impression, it is not the
purpose of the FDIR to discourage U.S. businessmen from competing in
foreign markets. Indeed, the expressed hope of the government is quite the
opposite. Means are therefore provided to blunt, in appropriate circumstances, the sharper edges of the FDIR. The principal means is the
long-term foreign borrowing (LTFB). Under the LTFB provisions, a DI
may deduct in computing its annual direct investment, amounts received
from foreign sources on debt obligations maturing at least twelve months
from the original date the obligations were incurred. As the DI reduces its
indebtedness in subsequent years, it must recognize such reductions annually as direct investments to the extent that the proceeds of the obliga46
tions resulted in capital transfers to an AFN.
In appropriate cases, and upon application to the OFDI, a Specific
Authorization will be granted permitting a DI to exceed allowables. 47 A
grant of a Specific Authorization to exceed will result in the DI's having to
"mortgage" proportional parts of its allowables for future years.
Besides limiting the amount of capital a DI may invest annually in an
AFN, the regulations also place a monthly $100,000 (or, alternatively, a
specified "historical") ceiling on "liquid foreign balances" held by a DI.
Liquid foreign balances include money held by a DI on deposit in a foreign
bank, and negotiable and nonnegotiable instruments of AFNs with periods
of less than a year remaining to maturity. The regulations state circumstances under which another person's foreign balance will be "deemed
48
held" by a D1.
The regulations require that DIs file certain reports with the OFDI. As
soon as a DI's interest in all AFNs amounts to $100,000 (valued at cost,
book, replacement or market value, whichever is largest) or when all
AFNs of a DI have a combined annual earnings of $50,000 or more, then a
Base Period and Annual Reports are required. As for a general rule the
DI's Annual Report must be filed within four months after the end of each
calendar year. Cumulative Quarterly Reports are required only of Dis
whose direct investments exceed $2 million during the year. The regu49
lations require that special records be kept of LTFBs.
It is clear that an American company establishing a West German
subsidiary by means of a stock acquisition becomes subject to the FDIR.
The regulations provide in part:
[A] transfer of capital by a direct investor to an affiliated foreign national
means... any transaction or occurrence as a result of or in connection with
46
CFR
47

§ § 1000.324, .1001-.1003.
CFR
§ 1000.801.
48
CFR § 1000.203.

49

CFR § 1000.602.
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which the direct investor directly or indirectly acquires [an] equity interest in
the affiliated foreign national ... Such transfers of capital shall include ....
(I) The acquisition by the direct investor of an equity interest in ... an

affiliated foreign national. 50

Some say the FDIR will go away when our balance-of-payments problems have been corrected. But there would seem to be litle more reason to
believe that than to believe that the federal deposit insurance requirements
will be abolished because the country has not seen a rash of bank failures
since the Depression. At least it would seem more likely that the interest
5n
equalization tax would be repealed before the FDIR.
V. Accounting Problems
U.S. laws governing the taxation of foreign income and regulating direct
investment require that close attention be given to accounting matters.
In the chronology of events leading to the stock acquisition of a foreign
subsidiary by an American company, perplexing accounting problems will
appear early. The price which the American company will offer for the
target company's stock will of course depend on how the assets of the
target company are valued.
Perhaps the first problem the American investor will encounter abroad
in its attempt to assess the cost of an acquisition is the absence of consistently applied, uniform principles of accounting. In Germany, for example, the investor might expect to find one set of target company books
prepared for the local taxing authorities and another kept for its shareholders. 52 It is advisable to examine the target company's books for the
past several years to determine whether material entries have been given
the same treatment in each year. Although this is more strictly a matter of
legal audit than one of accounting, it is also advisable to trace the ownership of key assets represented on the books, to insure that they are
indeed owned by the target company and not merely leased to it by the
53
principal shareholders.
Another question which will arise is whether and how to coordinate the
accounting periods of the parent and its new foreign subsidiary. Consid50
CFR § 1000.312(e).
51

The interest equalization tax (INT. REV. CODE §4911 et seq.) was extended by
Congress
on March 30, 1971 until March 31, 1973. T. C. 20-9300 et seq.
52
German Stock Corporation Act, 17- 19 (CCH 1967). The new German Stock Corporation Act of 1966 imposes stricter accounting rules modeled on American principles of
accounting. However, the American lawyer negotiating the acquisition of a German company
should not assume that the rules are universally applied.
53
See generally, Bross, supra note 32, at 9-13, 23; Biegler, Accounting Problems in
Foreign Investment, in PRIVATE INVESTORs ABROAD-STRUCTURE AND SAFEGUARDS 67
(Matthew Bender 1966).
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ering the FDIR requirement that reports must be made on an annual
basis,5 4 administrative simplicity may dictate that the books of the subsidiary be set up on a calendar-year basis for federal tax purposes as well.
The same reason may provide a sufficient "business purpose" for IRS
approval of a change in the parent company's accounting period from fiscal
to calendar year. 55 The tax advantages to be gained in reporting the short
year will no doubt be weighed by the parent before it decides whether to
seek IRS approval of a change in accounting periods.
VI. Federal Securities Laws
While the federal securities laws pose no serious difficulties with respect
to the stock acquisition above, the subject deserves comment because
there are circumstances in which foreign investment financing plans can be
affected by the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities and Exchange Act
of 1934.
The jurisdictional phrase in the Securities Act, "interstate commerce," is
defined to include international movements of commerce. 56 Where securities are issued in connection with a foreign acquisition, however, the
private placement 57 and no-sale 5 8 exemptions available to domestic issuers
would generally be available as well to the American parent company or its
finance subsidiary. In addition to these exemptions there is the offering
exemption provided "under circumstances reasonably designed to preclude
distribution or redistribution of the securities within, or to nationals of, the
United States." 59 To be safe, an American company acquiring the stock of
a West German corporation might want an investment letter to that effect
from those former shareholders of its new subsidiary to whom it gave its
notes.
Those provisions of the Exchange Act of interest to the American
company acquiring a foreign subsidiary are sections 12(g)(3) and 30. The
former, dealing with over-the-counter transactions, gives the Commission
authority to "exempt from this subsection any security of a foreign issuer... if the Commission finds that such exemption is in the public
interest and is consistent with the protection of investors." 60 Section 30
broadly provides that "this title or any rule or regulation thereunder shall
54

Supra note 49.

55

INT. REV. CODE § 442 and regulations thereunder.
5615 USC § 77b(7).
5715 USC § 77d.

5817 CFR § 203.133.
59
SEC Securities Act Release No. 33-4708 (July 9, 1964).
6015 USC § 78e(g)(3).
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not apply to any person insofar as he transacts a business in securities
without the jurisdiction of the United States. "' 6'
Unless listed on a U.S. stock exchange, non-convertible Eurobonds
would not be subject to registration under the Exchange Act. Nor would
convertibles issued by an OFS. Convertibles issued by an IFS, however,
62
would be subject to registration.
VII. German Law
A. Retention of Local Counsel
While each European country has its separate and distinct code of laws,
the problems encountered by the American company acquiring a European
subsidiary are substantially the same regardless of the nationality of the
target company. 63 Some effects of West German subsidiary will be considered here.
The first principle which counsel for an American business planning the
acquisition of a German company should adopt is that the advice of local
counsel is a sine qua non. As one observer put it, "at the outset of a
transaction, the U.S. Company [should] retain competent local counsel
and ... adequate lines of communciation [should] be opened with him.
This communication is not solely a matter of translation of language; it is
'64
also a communication of ideas and concepts."
One of the concepts with which American counsel will have to grapple is
the very different extent to which Europeans feel that the understandings
of the parties should be reduced to writing. American lawyers want compulsively to include in an acquisition agreement a catalogue of warranties
and representations. They apparently view the average capitalist with the
skepticism of a Mark Twain.
Whether Europeans are less skeptical or merely resigned to man's disingenuousness, the European businessman and his lawyer attempt only to
write out the basics of the agreement. One American company recently
entered into a five million dollar loan agreement, and a Swiss lawyer

6115 USC § 78dd(b).
62

For a general discussion of the effects of the federal securities laws, including the
Investment Company Act of 1940, on foreign issues and issuers see Nash, supra, note 13, at
240-245. See also, Murphy, U.S. Legal Considerations in Foreign Corporate Acquisitions, in
PRIVATE INVESTORS ABROAD-PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 29, 35-38 (Matthew Bender
1970).6 3
Marty-Lavauzelle, Local Law Problems Involved in Acquisition of European Corporations, in PRIVATE INVESTORS ABROAD-PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 55 (Matthew Bender
1970).64
Bross, supra, note 32, at 5.
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recorded the terms of the agreement on an instrument one and one quarter
65
pages short.
In dealing with local counsel, it is recommended that every important
question of foreign law be asked and responded to in writing. Occasions
will often arise when questions may be raised and answered personto-person. To avoid the possibility of a misunderstanding later, it is
advisable to put in writing even those points which the parties may already
have covered orally to their apparent mutual satisfaction.
B. Nature of the German Corporation
One of the first points which will be covered with local counsel is the
nature of the German corporation. For our purposes here, there are two
kinds of German corporations. The Aktiengesellschaft (AG) is a publicly
held, stock corporation subject to rather strict regulations, at least in
comparison with Gesselschaft mit beschrankter Haftung (GmbH) or limited liability company.
Considering the far greater number of GmbH's, the American company
will more likely find itself acquiring a German corporatuon in that form
66
The GmbH is broadly
than one in the form of a stock corporation.
analogous to the American closely held company, with the possibility of
67
what an American lawyer would call a "subchapter S" feature. Like the
American corporation, the GmbH can have perpetual existence; the liability of "quotaholders" is limited to their capital contributions; and the
68
corporation is a legal entity distinct from its quotaholders.
When an American company makes a "stock acquisition" of a German
GmbH, no share certificates are transferred. This is because no share
certificates were issued representing the quotaholders' interests in the
company when it was registered. "The individual holdings [quotas] of the
members may be transferred as a whole or in part only through a notarized
69
act."
The operational requirements of the GmbH are not burdensome. The
business of the GmbH is conducted by one or more "managers" (officers)
who need be neither quotaholders nor German nationals. A board of
70
"supervisors" (directors) may, but need not, be appointed.
A general meeting of the members need be called only when "it is in the
65Address by William Ketcham, ABA Institute on Current Aspects of Doing Business in
March 26, 1971.
Europe,
66
German Stock Corporation Act, supra, note 52, at 3, n. 15.
67
1d. at 3 n. 19.
68
Steefel, German Commercial Law, 114 (1963).
69

1d.

70

1d. at 120- 12 1.
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interest of the company." 71 Written resolutions may be passed in lieu of a
formal meeting, provided all of the quotaholders consent in writing. Meet72
ings may be held outside Germany.
Each year the GmbH must file with the Commercial Register a list of
members or quotaholders of the company, stating their addresses and
amounts of their respective interests in the company. Changes in the
73
capital structure or articles of association must also be reported.
It has been pointed out
In contrast to the rigidity of the law governing stock corporations, the formal
and substantive requirements to be observed in organizing and running a
limited liability company are minimal; and the law affords great latitude in
shaping its constitution to accommodate management and quotaholders by
appropriate charter provisions. Also, at present there is virtually no compulsion for a GmbH to disclose financial and other information, and it has
been surmised that the tightened disclosure provisions of the present Stock
Corporation Act may induce a number of existing stock
corporations to
74
change their form and become limited liability companies.
It is apparent that the operational procedures required of the GmbH by
German law are simple and inexpensive.
C. German Tax Law
.If corporate operational procedures will be inexpensive for the American company acquiring a German GmbH, the cost of doing business in
Germany will not be. The first figure that the American investor will want
to know is the percentage of tax on income. Under German law, income
taxes are imposed on corporations on a "split-rate" basis. The rate imposed on those net earnings of the German subsidiary which are paid to the
parent in dividends is only 15%. However, the rate imposed on earnings
75
retained by the subsidiary is a generous 51%.
German law also imposes a 10% tax on the value added to goods or
services by the seller-taxpayer. Manufacturers are subject to the valueadded tax, although relief is granted to manufacturers whose goods are
ultimately exported. 76 As of January 1, 1972, a uniform value-added tax of
approximately 15% will be effective throughout the Common Market. 77
Laborers are well provided for under German law. Employers are required to contribute 7% of annual wages to a pension fund for their
711d. at 119.
721d. at 120.
73id. at 121.
74German Stock Corporation Act, supra note 52, at 3.
752 CCH COMM. MRKT. RPTR. § 6648.25.
761d. at § 6649.01-.04.
77Community Topics #36: The Value-Added Tax in the European Community 7 (European Communities Press and Information 1970).
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employees. In addition, employers must contribute to unemployment insurance and workman's compensation funds, and "allowances" for children
of married employees, which contributions must be made in amounts
78
varying from I% to 2% of payroll.
The municipalities in Germany impose a separate "business tax" on
corporations at a rate of approximately 7%. The municipalities will also
impose a 1% tax on the assessed value of the corporation's real property.
In addition, there is an annual tax of about 1% placed on the corporation's
"net worth." 79
Deductions and depreciation concepts under German tax law are analogous to those under the Internal Revenue Code. 0
D. Other Laws

There are other German laws which local counsel will bring to the
attention of the American company planning a stock acquisition in West
Germany. While certain transactions in the securities of a stock corporation are regulated under German law,81 the American company should
encounter no securities law problems in connection with the stock acquisition proposed here. Securities transactions in the Eurocurrency market are
not subject to regulation under German law.
The American company making an acquisition in Germany will be made
aware of the overlapping antitrust law jurisdictions of West Germany and
the Common Market, the general principles of both laws having been
modeled after U.S. antitrust law.82 If the American parent is in substantial
compliance with U.S. antitrust laws insofar as its foreign acquisition is
concerned, its exposure in this area of European law will not be great.8
However, a cautionary word about Section 1 of the German Law Against
Restraints of Competition is in order. That section provides:
Agreements made by enterprises or associations of enterprises for a common
purpose and decisions of associations of enterprises are ineffective insofar as
they are likely to influence, by restraining competition, production or market
conditions with respect to trade in goods or84commercial services. This shall
not apply where this law provides otherwise.

It would behoove the American investor acquiring a West German
782 CCH COMM. MRKT. RPTR. 6667. For a new and useful treatment of European
labor law generally, see Kamin, Western Europe Labor and the American Corporation (The
Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. 1970).
792 CCH COMM. MRKT. RPTR. 6648.41, .43.
8
11d. at 6648.06.
81
E. Steefel, supra note 68 at 110-111.
82
Address by Arved Derringer, ABA Institute on Current Aspects of Doing Business in
Europe, March 27, 1971.
831d.
842 CCH COMM. MRKT. RPTR. 6682.
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subsidiary to obtain from local counsel an opinion that the target company
is not a party to any agreement violative of German or Common Market
laws against unfair competition.
VIII. Conclusion
With the exceptions noted above, 85 American investment continues to
be welcomed in Europe, popular opinion to the contrary notwithstanding. 88
Although the German economy is now in a "readjustment" period, great
demand exists there for American investment. The demand is particularly
great in the field of technology. 87 It was the purpose of this article to
suggest some of the problems which will be encountered by the American
company planning to meet that demand through the establishment of a
subsidiary in West Germany. The American company which makes a
direct investment in Germany or elsewhere not only stands to gain a
handsome return on its dollar, but may in time become part of what one
economist sees for the multinational corporation, "the most powerful
agency for regional and global economic unity that our century has produced." 88

85Vagts, supra, note 1.
"6lnterview with Bernard Euslos, of the French Industrial Development Agency, in
Chicago, March 27, 1971.
87
COMMERCE TODAY, March 22, 197 1, at 45.
88
Jacoby, The Multinational Corporation, THE CENTER MAGAZINE, May, 1970, at 54.
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